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Foreword

The Educational Resmirces Information Center (ERIC) is a national
information system developed by the U.S. Office of Education
and now sponsored by the National Institute of Education (NIE).
It provides ready access to descriptions of exemplary programs,
research and development efforts, and related information useful
in developing more effective educational programs.

Through its network of specialized centers or clearinghouses,
each of which is responsible for a particular educational area, ERIC
acquires, evaluates, abstracts, and indexes current significant infor-
mation and lists this information in its reference publications.

ERIC/RCS, the ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Communi-
cation Skills, disseminates educational information related to
research, instruction, and personnel preparation at all levels and in
all institutions. The scope of interest of the Clearinghouse includes
relevant research reports, literature reviews, curriculum guides and
descriptions, conference papers, project or program reviews, and
other print materials related to all aspects of reading, English,
educational journalism, and speech communication.

The ERIC system has already made availablethrough the ERIC
Document Reproduction Systemmuch informative data. How-
ever, if the findings of specific educational research are to be intelli
giblc to teachers and applicable to teaching, considerable bodies of
data must be reevaluated, focused, translated, and molded into an
essentially different context. Rather than resting at the point of
making research reports readily accessible, NIE has directed the
separate clearinghouses to work with professional organizations in
developing information analysis papers in specific areas within
the scope of the clearinghouses.

ERIC is pleased to cooperate with the National Council of
Teachers of English in making A Procedure for Writing Assessment
and Holistic Scoring available.

Bernard O'Donnell
Director, ERIC/RCS
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Introduction

Writing assessments can be used for a number of purposesscores
for explaining needs in Title I and Title IV, applications, definition
of minimum competency standards required by state law, group
profiles for evaluations of writing programs, and classroom instruc-
tion. No matter what the purpose, one of the most productive
ways to assess writing is the holistic scoring of writing samples,
using an overall impression to rate a paper on a numerical scale.

Writing is assessed in a number of other ways: (1) multiple
choice tests, selecting the best item or the right item; (2) primary
trait scoring of a writingsample, identifying the presence or absence
of traits required by the rhetorical situation in the writing assign-
ment (problem-solving letters must identify the problem); (3) ana
lytical scoring of a writing sample, focusing on problems which are
not specific to a given writingassignment (mechanics, word choice);
(4) discourse scoring, using counts of T-units, cohesive ties, and
other discourse units. These other ways of assessing writing have
their uses, but each has an important deficit. The multiple choice
tests attempt to assess writing skills without asking students to
write something, and the error counts assume that the total of
countable errors accurately reflects a paper's overall merit.

The procedure used in this book will illustrate how to score
papers with holistic methods and analyze the results with methods
from primary trait scoring, analytical scoring, and discourse scoring.
Writing assessmen ts using multiple choice tests will not be examined.
Holistic scoring assumes that in a writing assessment students should
write, and that error counts alone cannot accurately reflect com
potency levels. Holistic scoring assumes that what is needed first
are some prototypes of competency levels, and secon d, some feature
analysis of the prototypes themselves. The method presented here
assumes that the best way to get prototypes is for trained readers,
particularly experienced classroom teachers, to read samples of
student writing and score the samples as a whole or as a single
impression. In other words, the whole of a piece of writing is
greater than the sum of its parts.

I



2 Infroductioti

The use of prototypes to define a category of meaning has been
investigated in a number of studies by Eleanor Rosch (1977). There
have been basically two approaches for investigating what proce-
dures are used in identifying meaningthe network approach and
the prototype approach. The network approach says that people
judge the meaning of a work by moving through a hierarchy of
semantic levelsfront animate (inanimate) to nonhuman (human),
to species, to breed, and so forth. The prototype approach says
that words have a meaning structure not captured in hierarchies,
that, in fact, the structure is built around a range of what is typical.
In one study, Rosch showed that when people hear the word bird,
what they have in mind is a prototypal bird that is the most typical
in the category. She asked people to write sentences using the
word bird, and then she replaced bird with some member of the
category (ostrich, robin, eagle) and asked other people to rate how
reasonable the meanings of the new sentences were. People found,
for instance, that using the word chicken, certainly a member of
the bird category, often produced nonsensical sentences. Therefore,
the people who used bird were not thinking of chicken as their
prototype. Although a chicken has many of the characteristics
of a birdwings, beaks, feathers, and so forthmost people recog-
nize intuitively that chicken is not as typical of the meaning of
bird as is robin or eagle.

The same situation exists in holistic scoring. Even though one
can list all of the characteristics of a good piece of writing (clarity,
coherence, complete sentences, smooth transitions, good spelling
and punctuation), the best way to identify a good piece of writing
is to ask people to select typical samples which they rate highly.
This process has had a successful history in schools, districts, and
states, Paul Diederich (1974, p. 55), who has done more than anyone
else to develop holistic scoring procedures for use in the schools,
describes what happens to teachers who have participated in holistic
scoring for two years:

After two years (at most), they move easily and naturally into the
US3 of standard scores as a quicker and easier way to indicate their
judgment of the general merit of a paper. We call this "ratings on
general impresson," but it is no longer s blur: itisa quick summing
up of characteristics than. determine whether a paper is high,
medium, or low in general merit. The teachersalso !levee common
vocabulary for discussing the merits and defects o: papers on
which their grades disagree.
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The National Assessment of Educational Progress has used ho-
listic scoring to measure the writing competency of three ages-9,
13, and 17. The nine- and thirteen-year-olds wrote three essays each
and the seventeen-year-olds wrote two, and samples were gathered
from the three age groups throughout the country. John Mellon
(1975) in his report on National Assessment says:

First of all, teachers everywhere should applaud the fact that
NAEP elected, even in its first-round writing assessment, not to
employ the multipk-choice questioning format so widely used in
commercial tests of writing ability. Equally enlightened was the
recognition that the information gathered is baseline data. No
prior norms or absolute standards were invoked.

This last point is especially important for schools or districts
just beginning to gather writing samples. The first two or three
collections provide baseline data, not absolute answers. In later
years, the baseline data can be used in the ;.nterpretation of results.
Mellon, in the same report (p. 23), comments on the reliability of
holistic scoring:

Holistic scoring techniques have been extensively researched
over the past twenty years, particularly by personnel of ETS in
connection with essay exercises used in various College Board
examinations, it is known, for example, that interrater reliability
correlations (measures of the extent to which raters agree with
one another on Me rating assigned to a given essay) reach as high
as .70 to .80 and above K raters are given special training sessions
prior to their work.

Equally high correlations are found between initial ratings and
delayed remtings of a given essay by the same reader (after special
training), thus verifying intrarater consistency. Put more simply,
we know that trained readers are consistent in their own overall
quality ratings and agree with the ratings of other readers about
two-thirds of the time. This is a far higher percentage than we
initially thought, on the basis of earlier studies of judgments of
writing ability, could ever be attained.

Charles Cooper (1977, p.19) makes the same point in his review
of the research on holistic scoring:

As emphatically as I can, let me correct the record about the
reliability of holistic judgments: When raters are from similar
backgrounds and when they are training with a holistic scoring
guideeither one they borrow or devise for themselves on the
spotthey can achieve nearly perfect agreement in choosing the
better of a pair of essays; and they can achieve scoring reliabilities
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in the high eighties and low nineties on their summed scores from
multiple pieces of a student's writing.

The experience of the National Assessment of Educational
Progress, the Educational Testing Service, the school districts men-
tioned in this book, and the comments of Paul Diederich, John
Mellon, and Charles Cooperall of these sources of information
can be used, if necessary, to convince school authorities of both
the usefulness and reliability of holistic scoring in writing assess-
ment if readers are given adequate guidance and training. What
follows is a description of how to make a holistic assessment of
student writing, focusing on (1) topics, (2) directions, (3) scoring,
and (4) reports. No attempt is made here to examine all of the
problems, doubtful procedures, or research issues in holistic assess-
ment. The primary emphasis is on what works and what practical
difficulties to avoid. The general consensus seems to be that,
despite the many research issues and doubtful procedures, holistic
scoring is still the best way to assess writing.

9



Topic Selection

The topics are selected after decisionmakers have generally agreed
on the goals and objectives of the writing assessment. The three
most common goals in writing assessment are evaluation of cate-
gorical programs (Title I, Title IV), determination of whether indi-
viducl students have attained minimum competency (graduation
requirements mandated by state legislation), and estimation of
instructional needs (school board or school site decisions).

The objectives are usually defined by a committee of community
or professional representatives, or both. For instance, the National
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), which has been
arsigned the goal of sampling writing skills at various ages and in
various parts of the country, appointed a seven-member panel to
adopt objectives for a writing assessment. NAEP's staff then
designed topics (NIE, 1970) to meet the objectives:

OBJECTIVE (NAEP Rpt. 3, pp. 16-17)
Write to communicate adequately in a business or vocational
situation (information and application forms, mail order letters,
business invitations, formal letters).

TOPIC
Fill in the blanks below. Do not use your own name. Each boy
should call himself Adam Baker Carson. Each girI should call her-
self Alice Baker Carson. You may make up the rest of the infor-
mation.

Name:
Last Fitst Middle Initial

Address:
Number Street City or Town State

Zip Code:

Date of Birth:
Month Day Year

Today's Date:

1. 0

6



6 Topic Selection

OBJECTIVE (NAEP Rpt. 3, pp. 12-15)
Write to communicate adequately it a social situation (letters,
directions, formal notes, addressing envelopes, invitations).
TOPICS
Letter of Invitation loge 13, Table 1, number 31
About three months ago, Leo Logan moved from the city to
the country. His father bought a farm, and now Leo's address is
Rebel Road, Rural Delivery No. 1, Harris, Nebraska 69000.

Leo likes the country, but he misses his old friend Ozzie Drake.
Leo's mother says, "Why don't you write to Ozzie and invite him
to visit us for a week this summer?"

Write Leo's letter of invitation to Ozzie.
[ Approximately 1-1% pages of lined space were provided for

the response.]

Recorcling a Telephone Message [age 13; Table 1, number 41
You are going to hear a telephone conversation between two
boys, Al and Ben. During the conversation, you will discover that
Ben is going to have to write a note to his mother. Listen carefully
to find out the things that Ben will have to say in his note.
[Children then listened to the conversation reproduced below. It
was not printed in the children's booklet.)

Al: Hey, Ben, this is AL I called you to remind you you're
supposed to come down to my house for supper tonight before
the game.
Ben: Oh yeah, I remember. Your mother and father are going to
pick me up on the way back from the barber shop. What time do
you think you'll get here?
Al: Oh, around 5 o'clock.
Ben: O.K. I'd better leave a note for my mother. She won't be
home unit! 5:30 and maybe she's forgotten that I won't be eating
at home.
Al: You'd better remind her of the ball game, too. She's supposed
to pick us up afterwards, isn't she?
Ben: That's right. Your father is taking us to the game but my
mother is bringing us home. 'thanks for reminding me. l'll write
the note right away.

You will now have another chance to hear the conversation
between Al and Ben. Listen to it carefully again and then, when
the boys have finished talking, write the note that you think Ben
should leave for kis mother.

(Approximately one-half page of lined space was provided for
the response.]

OBJECTIVE (NAEP Rp L 3, pp. 53-64,69-106)
Write to communicate adequately In the sch olastic situation (notes
and announcements, narrative, descriptive, and expository essays).
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TOPICS
Essay Topics for Age 9

Going to School
Think about what happens when you go to school. Write a little
story that tells what you do from the time you leave where you
live until you get to school. Be sure t...) include everything that
you think is important.

Forest Fire
Here is a picture of something sad that is going on in the forest.
Look at the picture for a while. Do you see the forest fire? Write
a story about what is happening in the picture. This isan important
story because you want people to know about this sad event.
[The picture depicts a forest fire with animals swimming across a
river rapids to obtain safety.]

Astronaut
Here is a picture or an astronaut on the moon. Look at the picture.
for a while and think about what is happening. Now, p7.."...end that
you were the astronaut, and write a story about your walk on the
moon.

Essay Topics for Age 13

Historical Event
If you could make an event in American history happen again so
that you could play a part in it, which one would you choose?
Write a composition in which you describe the event and explain
why you chose that particular event and what part you would
like to play hi it.

Famous Person
Most of us look up to some famous person as a representative or
the things we believe in or as the kind of person we would like to
be. This person may come from any part of our society. For
instance, we might admire Winston Churchill or Martin Luther
King, Walter Schirra or Mickey Mantle, Florence Nightingale or
Barbra Sireisand. No matter where this person comes from or
what kind of work he or she does, however, we can recognize
such traits of greatness as determination. physical courage, the
ability to inspire others, and faithfulness to some worthy cause.
Think about a famous person whom you admire. Select a particu-
larly admirable characteristic or quality of that personsuch as
Mickey Mantle's courage in the face of crippling physical handi-
caps or Florence Nightingale's determination to fight against
strong governmental pressure. Write an essay of about 200-250
words describing this characteristic or quality. Be sure to provide
an illustration of it from the person's life. Try to show that the
person is great at least partly because of this characteristic or
quality.
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Essay Topics for Age 17

Tomato Lady
Here is a picture of a woman with some tomatoes. Look at the
picture for a while and decide what is going on. When you have
deckled, write a story that tells what is happening in the picture
and what is likely to happen next.

Famous Person
[Topic identical to that used at age 13.J

One must vary the topic to fit the need for different modes of
writing. The most common modes are description, narration (fic-
tional or actual), exposition (analytical), or a report (newspaper,
magazine documentary). Letters, both personal and business, and
persuasive essays are just two of the many possible variations on
exposition (editorials), report or exposition (business letter), and
narration (personal letter). One parent committee, convened to
decide the objectives of a writing assessment, called for an assess-
ment of writing skills in letters and argument. The teacher com-
mittee decided to measure the letter and the argument with the
following topic:

Writing SampleLetter
The following advertisement appeared in the local paper:

Summer Employment
Earn and Learn

On-the-job training for future positions in:
Medical Services Aide at Highland Hospital
Ticket Taker at local theatre
Grocery Clerk at local supermarket
Plumbing Assistant for plumbing company
Assistant to the manager of a circus

Earn $3.50 or more per hour while you learn a valuable skill.
Send letter of application to:
Ms. Laura Jones, Opportunity Training Center
2212 Fruitvale Avenue, Oakland, California 94231

Pretend that you are applying for one of the jobs listed. Write a
letter explaining why you should be hired. You should give infor-
mation about yourself. The information may be actual facts,
made-up information, or a combination of fact and fiction, The
letter should help you get the job. Be convincing. On your best
work.
Use the side of your answer sheet labeled "Writing Sample
Letter."
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This topic allows the student to use actual facts or to make
them up. What is troublesome about this assignment is the defini-
tion of a business letter. Some believe that the letter should have
no indentation for paragraphs, some say yes. Others say the spacing
between the date and the body of the letter is a critical feature,
and indeed some businesses themselves stress the Importance of
this spacing. The way to resolve the issue is either to ignore the
finer points of business letter form or to convene a committee of
business teachers to pick the anchors. The point is that some modes,
like the business letter, raise technical issues which must be resolved
before the reading begins. In any case, the first step in selecting
the topic is to decide the mode to be assessed and then have the
teachers write on the possible topic or topics.

Those schools and districts that conduct holistic scoring over
several years will be able to identify topics that work. Katharine
Blickhahn (1973) has reported that two topics were particularly
successful in the six-year assessment of the Tamalpais School
District:

Spring 1970
If you had to choose to be some fonn of life other than a human
being, what plant or animal form would you choose? In developing
your piece of writing, deszttibe what it would be like to live as
that form of life, and explore some of the reasons for your choice.
You may write a letter, a story, an autobiography, an essay or
any other mode. You may write from the point of view of that
life formpretend that plant or animal has the power of thought
and speech and use the first person. Assume you are writing for
an audience of students.

Spiting 1972
Write about an object you are especially attached to, something
which has deep personal meaning for you, something which has
become part of your life. You might want to consider the way
you discovered it, the way it came into your life, the way it has
taken on meaning through time. You may write a journal entry, a
letter, a story, a brief autobiography, an essay, or other form.

The California writing assessment for high school seniors, a one-
year project, surveyed the experience of several districts and selected
the following topics (California State Department of Education,
1977):

Description or Report
Here is a diagram of an automobile accident. Study the diagram
for a while and then describe the accident in your own words.

1
A. 4



10 Topic Selection

Exposition
Not all inventions have been goted for all mankind. Name one inven-
tion we would be better off without. Discuss why we would be
better off as a civilization without that invention.

Letter-Report
Look at the picture carefully. Pretend that you know about the
situation because you were there. Then pretend you are one of
the following people: (1) an older student helper writing to the
principal of the school; (2) a parent wilting to the parent of the
little girl; or (3) a member of the audience writing to the music
teacher.

Then write a letter to the person named, explaining what you
saw and what you think about it.

Directions
When we make or do something, we usually follow certain pro-
cedures. There are certain steps to follow in baking bread, tarring
a roof, cutting a pattern, painting a house, repairing a car, develop
ing film, changing a tire, and performing other such activities.
Choose something that you know how to make or do. Describe
from the beginning the steps that you follow in order to make it
or do it. Make the directions as simple and clear as possible. Some-
one who is not familiar with the process that you are describing
should be able to understand and follow your directions.

Another California writing assessment, this one an evaluation of
writing samples from those attempting to secure a high school
diploma by examination, selected the following topics in 1976-
1977 (Bernstein and Tanner, 1977):

Nocember Test
A. Write one or two paragraphs explaining why you would or

would not report another person you saw cheating on an im-
portant exam such as the CHSPE (California High School
Proficiency Examination].

B. Write a letter of one or two paragraphs to a friend or relative
who is seriously considering taking the CHSPE. On the basis
of your knowledge of the CHSPE and reasons for taking it,
explain in a letter why you believe the person to whom you
are writing should or should not take the exam.

March Test
A. Write a one or two paragraph letter of recommendation for a

friend or relative you know well. Assume this person will use
the letter in seeking the kind of job for which he or she is
best qualified.

B. Write one or two paragraphs explaining why you believe physi-
cal education should or should not be required in high school.
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June Test
A. Write one or two paragraphs explaining why you do or do not

believe that the Equal Rights for Women movement has been
good for our society.

B. Write a one or two paragraph letter to a friend or relative ex-
plaining why you decided to take the ralifornia High School
Proficiency Examination.

Julia .Gottsman reports success with "Describe your favorite
food" (Los Angeles County Superintendent of Schools, 1978),
and readings in Oakland, California, have had success with the
following topics:

1. Describe one thing you would change about school and one
thing you would not change about school. Tell why you would
change it or why you would not change it.

2. "Clothes make the man or woman." Explain why you agree or
disagree with the statement.

B. Describe two ways to save water and give examples of people
who have done it.

This last topic is no longer workable but, at the time, it succeeded
because every San Francisco Bay Area family was worried about
living within an assigned water quota. Topic two worked better in
some schools when the last sentence was changed to read, "Explain
why you agree or disagree with people who believe this statement."
The change provides a different meaning. But changes in meaning
do not matter. One topic is better than another because students
find they can readily write on it in the desired mode.

Topics can vary in the amount of planning help that they give
students. The Spring 1972 topic from Tamalpais, mentioned earlier,
provides some suggested outlines for the content of the topic, but
the Spring 1970 topic provides suggested points of view and differ-
ent modes without much help with specific content. The letter-
report from the California assessment, included above, gives
point-of-view choices but it does not suggest a content outline.

Topics can also shift the mode from report to analysis by using
words like describe and why (California assessment, "Description
or Report" and "Exposition," respectively). The choice of words
can be critical. For instance, some students thought "describe the
accident" meant that one should tell about the sounds of the crash
and the dents in the cars. For these students, "Report on how the
accident happened" might have been clearer.
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Topics are always threatened with the problem of being non-
functional. For some students, if they cannot at least imagine
some functional use for the writing, they cannot do well in writing
prompts. The prompt on "Directions" from the California assess-
ment is an example of such a situation. A student may know how
to give directions for all of the things listed, but the nonfunctional
situation keeps the writing from either beginning or being effective.
A more functional topic might be "Give directions for getting
from your house to your present location."

The same topic raises problems of organization. Many young
writers will write their directions in a list: 1, 2, and so on. This is
a perfectly reasonable method of organizing directions, and the
raters of the writing samples will find very little relevant diversity
in method of organization. If organizational skills are to be con-
sidered in the assessment, then another topic might be used.

The Function of the Prompt

A topic should be a prompt, a way to stimulate fluent student
writing, not a test of a student's knowledge of special facts. The
prompt should enable the students to start writing quickly, provid-
ing no obstacles of subject matter. The prompt should also be
direct and easily understood. Sometimes teachers grow weary of a
useful prompt, and believing "it's time fora more creative subject,"
they turn to such misguided efforts as the following:

NO MATTER WHERE YOU
GO, THERE YOU ARE.

EXPLORE INNER SPACE.

YOU ARE HERE,
WHERE IS THAT?
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Think about the picture and the words. Write a prose essay about
the relationship between the picture, the words, and you. Re-
member to write proseno short stories, poems, or plays.

The student responses this prompt were usually a struggle to
come to grips with some central idea or theme. Examples (with
transcripts) are given on pages 14-18.

If the teachers who gave the previous prompt had written on it,
they would have found how difficult, if not impossible, the prompt
was. A prompt should always he field tested by having teachers
and a dozen or so students write on it.

The field testing will usually identify the major problems. The
following topic was eliminated after the teachers found that the
requirement of special knowledge became an obstacle to writing:
"Explain your agreement or disagreement with the following state-
tnent: The history of women in our country is the history of
oppression."

Two teachers admitted that they did not know enough shout
the history of women to write a fluent essay on the subject. This
particular problem is especially relevant in the prompt selected for
exposition. After all, how is one to argue one side of an issue if
one does not have special facts distinguishing the various sides of
an issue?

Another problem in prompts is the open-ended form. These
prompts allow the student to write in any form, from penonsl
notes and journal entries to formal exposition. The readers of these
writing samples cannot judge the quality of the writing because
the student writers can claim they are writing personal notes to
themselves, a rhetorical situation not demanding the usual convene
Lions. The same problem is produced by allowing student writers
to fantasize any rhetorical situation.

The grade level is another consideration in the selection of a
prompt. In an Oakland, California, reading for fourth and twelfth
graders, for instance, the teachers selected as a topic "Describe
your favorite person." In the third and fourth grades, the topic
had to be changed to "Tell a story about a favorite person" because
many students in these grades often interpreted "describe" literally,
as in "He is six feet tall. He has blue eyes and brown hair."

Kenneth Williams (1977) reports a similar experience in Modesto,
California. The fourth grade teachers reported that some topics
worked better when "tell about" was substituted for "describe."
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[Transcript) Here I am, just a person in a place that means little to my
future. I stare into the distance serching the wildersness for servival and
begin reaching out into outer space for help. My nouth hangs open in hopes
that what is in store for me finds me well

I'm here in highschool, but for how much longer can I hold on to my
friends, teachers and belongings. There is such a vast future ahead of me and
Pm bewildered at the sight of new adventure. Yes, in September I must start
all over new, making sure the goats my parents have led me to are conquered,
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and that they have raised me well enough to make them proud of me. I have
to make sure that my study habits are good )nd tnat my personality catches
lots of friends. I'm on my own now with little home security and no more
direct orders from home base.

It's sort of scarey really, and when you come right down to it, realizing
that soon you have to go up to bat "on your own it becomes a dark and
lonely world. I'm no longer kept by school, parents or society, but by my
own. I must seek w hat I want and how
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(Transcript) English Dept. Writing Examjl am me, but I still don't know
what I am. I like to spoof people by playing games, maybe thats me. I don't
think so though. Deep inside I know I want to do something great to benefit
everyone. Maybe my time will come, who's to say? Right now I'm happy, but
I am happy most of the time. My moms says that I don't complain much,
thats because I want to learn to take things easily. I figure I've got a long time
to do, and get done. Maybe I really do mind doing what is required of me to
do, I just don't complain about it. I like to do extra little things to make
those I love, happy. It gives me a warm, tingly feeling inside, especially Aim
I get a reaction. I've always wanted to go back in time to the way it use to be.
I know it would never work though, because we all have to many hostilities
towards things to make the world any better. I feel that descrimination is of
the mind, and those who feel this are the ones who make these things they
descrlminate against look bad. I even have trouble figuring out why I'm here,
because when I do, what society has brought me up to think are naughty
things, I feel very badly, or I do it again. Its no use to try to figure myself
out, because I never want to grow up I know I'll have to begin to accept
more and more responsibilities as I get older but in a sence, I never will
grow up, I know! I've always wanted to live a perfect life, especially when
I create a family, but what is a perfect life? Should I live like my parents
like the bible, like the poor, like the rich, like the foreign? I guess I'm just
going to wait, and live like me, and live every day the way it comes.

(I could keep writing for days, but we're not suppose to. I would probably
even contradict myself!)
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[Transcript] I feel who ever wrote this question see's the world as a big bla
In other word's Department head's, I feel somewhat puzzled by the question.
Now if it would of came from a math teacher I would of felt like they were
Beaty seeing the world this way the way of a bla. But for some strange and
unkown reason I feel that the person who wrote the so called question if it
was and inglish teacher had to be depressed about some thing in the world.
Because my feeling toward you, the english department is 75% of the time
you live, is living in happiness and fun the other 25% is really not bad at all.
Beause all you do is set back behind a desk belowing at kids or laughing at
them Sometime's you correct paper's, but you really don't have to put
out slot of work.

So Mr. White and the rest of the department, I have come to the con.
elusion that the 1970 composition question was terriable. I feel that you the
department were quite dump to over look the fact that this was not a ques
tion it is some depressed teacher's feeling's toward the world. Sexy I have to
quit but time requirees me to do so.
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In the fourth grade samples below, the middle and high papers
seem to have more fluency because the writers have decided to
"tell about" rather than describe. The topic was to describe a
favorite pet:

Low
I wish I had a crocodile a man eater it is log and fat. It wad a
hundred pose and egle. It runs slow.

Middle
I wish I had a brown fluty baby monkey to play with. I would
play with it every day and feed it. I would never sale it. It would
have and soft fluffy bed and it would have a fluffy, fat soft
pillo. I like him a lot.The End
High
If I could have anything I would want a clear blue ice cold
swimming pool in the simmer. It would be so clean that you
could see the bottom.

In the winter I would want to own a ski resort and go skiing
every day. The snow would be so white that you would feel Iike
you were skiing in whipped cream.

I would swim all day in the summer, and ski all day in the
winter. Life would be boring inbetween.

Sometimes a district or school desiring to score samples from
the fall and the spring, will need to alternate comparable topics so
that students will not be writing on the same topic twice. Rae Jean
Popham (1978), in a paper for the UCLA Writing Project, recom-
mended that the students be divided into two groups and two topics
be alternated between them:

Group A

Fall: Describe your favorite
object.

Spring: Describe your favorite
person.

Group B

Fall: Describe your favorite
person.

Spring: Describe your favorite
object.

During the scoring, all of the samples are put in the same stack.
The topics do not indicate when a paper was written. Furthermore,
by the end of the anchoring period, the topics tend to blend, and
differences in what is describedobjqct, person, place, entertain-
ment, giftdo not make any significant difference in the scoring.

Summary Checklist

1. Organize a committee to adopt assessment objectives.

0
he 7t
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2. Match the topic to objectives, selecting mode and rhetorical
situation.

3. Field test the topic, having students and teachers write on it.
4. Review the topic for problems of unfocused creativity,

special knowledge, open-ended form, and grade level differ-
ences.

5. Never give a prompt that can be answered with yes or no.



Directions

Once the topic has been selected by field testing with teachers and
students, many parts of the directions will have been decided. One
obvious decision is time, and because most secondary schools have
fifty-minute periods, the time is usually thirty to thirty.five minutes
with fifteen to twenty minutes for giving directions, distributing
necessary materials, and collecting samples.

The typical format for directions to teachers is as follows:

1. The students will write on the assignment prompt in their
English classes.
Note: Sometimes students take more than one English class.
Teachers should check to make certain that students write
only once during the school day. Send students who have
already written on the prompt to the department chair, who
will use them for collecting writing samples from Individual
teachers.

2. Periods one, two, and three will write on one prompt, and
periods four, five, and six will write on another prompt, follow-
ing the pattern suggested by Popham (1978, p. 21). In this
way, students will not pass along the topic during lunch time.

3. The prompt will be written on the blackboard and read aloud
by the teacher. MI teachers should give students the same
directions. (Some districts have tape-recorded teacher direc-
tions and replay them so that every student gets exactly the
same words.)

4. Each student will be given a 3" X 5" card and asked to put on
the card: (1) name (last name first), (2) grade, (3) teacher,
(4) period, (5) first or second semester, (6) sex (male or fe-
male), (7) course title, and (8) code number on paper.
Note: The information requested on the 3" X 5' card matches
what is requested in the coding for each individual paper,
except for the course title. See student directions for coding.

21
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5. A student will collect the 3" X 5" cards, and the teacher or a
student will record this information on the attached master
sheets:

Student Name Grade Teacher Period Setnuter Sex Code
Bill Jones 11 Ms. Smith 2 1 M 4332-

11-05
2.1-2

6. Each teacher will be assigned a number, noted on the attached
master list of teachers in the department or grade level. Put
the teacher number on the board. Notice that all numbers
have two digits. (Ms. Smith's number is 05.)

7. Hand out to the student the student directions sheet. Read it
aloud to the students.

8. Ask students to write on one side of the paper only. If a stu-
dent needs a second page, ask the student to write on a
separate sheet of paper and put tha student code in the upper
right-hand corner. Staple multiple sheets together.

9. Students will be allowed to use the dictionary.
10. Teachers will be allowed to answer questions about the

prompt, coding papers, and other matters not related to how
to write the assignment. Clarifying the prompt is approved.
(Students will not be penalized for writing off the topic if
the teachers hftve decided to focus exclusively on writing.
However, if the teachers have decided to include reading as
part of the assessment, students will be penalized for not
writing on the topic.)

11. Teachers should make certain that they have staplers, lined
paper, and No. 2 pencils. Students must write with No. 2
pencils or dark black ink.

12. Collect the papers at the end of the period and turn them in
to room , complete with 3" x 511 cards and master sheets.
Erase the prompt if you leave the room for a period.

A typical format for directions to students is as follows; these
directions are duplicated and each student gets a copy:

1. Prepare your name code, completing the directions below.
NAME: List the last four numbers of your phone number:
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Note: If you do not have a phone, put your house or apart-
ment number, and two or three different numbers from the
following: 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. Complete all four spaces.

2. GRADE: Put the two numbers that represent your grade:

Grade: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Number: 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12

3. Teacher: Your teacher will tell you his/her teacher number:..
4. Period: Put the number of the period: 1,2,3,4,5,6:

5. Semester: If this is first semester, put a 1; if second semester,
put a 2: _

6. Sex: If you are male, put a 2; if you are female, put a /:

7. SUMMARY: Now list the numbers shown in the margin,
putting the bottom number in the last space to
the right:

Notice that you have eleven digits in your number.
8. FM out the 3" X 5" card. Put your name (last name first),

grade, teacher, period, first or second semester, sex (male or
female), course title, and name code above.

9. Put your code (see 7 above) in the upper right-hand corner of
your paper. This should be the same number as the one you
put on your 3" X 5" card.

10. Write with a No. 2 pencil and keep some margins on both
sides. You may erase mistakes.

The information in the previous instructions will have to be
revised to fit local circumstances. For instance, some schools have
the quarter system, not the semester system. Another change might
be the need for additional information. A department might want
to save papers from year to year, and this would require adding a
two-digit space so that the last two numbers of the year could be
listed. One department added a code on student attitude, asking
the student to list a number indicating how much the studentliked
to write: 1, I hate to write; 2, I do not like to write; 3, I like to
write now and then; 4, I like to write very much.
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This code enabled the department to compare scores on the
writing sample and student attitudes toward writing. Another
department asked the students to rank their own papers on a scale
of one to six, from low to high, using the same scale the teachers
would later use. This enabled the department to compare teacher
and student ratings. Another district asked students to rank their
papers the way they thought their teachers would rank the papers.
This number enabled the district to estimate how well the students
understood the way their teachers evaluated writing.

These directions for teachers and students assume that a number
of decisions have been made: (1) How long will the test period be?
(2) What classes will be given the test? (3) Will students be allowed
to use the dictionary? (4) Will teachers be allowed to clarify direc-
tions? (5) Will teachers be allowed to encourage a student to re-
spond in whatever way possible? (6) How many numbers will be
in the code? (7) Will there be alternate topics for pre- and post-
testing? (8) Will there be topic changes after a break for lunch?

Changes in grade level or objectives often change the directions
for a writing sample. For instance, students in the elementary
grades are often told the topic a few days before the writing so
that they can begin to think about the topic. Many students in the
upper elementary grades cannot focus their attention on writing
for fifty minutes, and a longer preparation period is needed to
ensure an adequate sampling of elementary writing. Because
elementary classes are not broken into periods, and because ele-
mentary students have a more limited attention span, the time limit
can be removed in the elementary grades. Sometimes the objectives
change the directions. For instance, if the program puts a high
priority on memorized spelling words, then the direction may for-
bid students to use a dictionary.

The following directions from the San Mateo Elementary School
District (Graham, 1979) show the changes required because of
changes in grade level or objective:

Informing Students
A day or so prior to taking the Writing Sample, students will be
informed about the entire Writing Sample process. Teachers will
use this time to answer questions, establish expectations and make
students feet comfortable with the Writing Sample. At this time
you may post the topic: "My Favorite Object" and advise the
students to be thinking about possible subjects for their composi
Lion.
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Prewriting/Brainslorming
On Wednesday, October 10th, teachers will spend a class period
involving students in prewriting or brainstorming activities on the
topic. This preparation time is very important and should not be
omitted under any circumstances.
During this discussion period, brainstorming by students may be
in large or small groups and with teacher direction should elicit
ideas relative to the composition topic.

No Time Limit
Although the entire process should not take more than fifty
minutes for the average student, you may allow slower students
additional time (within reason) to finish their Writing Sample.

Distribution of Materials
Approximately five minutes should be allowed for the distribu-
tion of paper. Students are to use No. 2 pencils only during the
Writing Sample. The handwriting must be dark enough for xerox-
ing. This time should also be taken to make sure students' papers
are properly coded. Please remind students using more than one
page to code each page accordingly and staple pages together
securely when they are finished.

Reading the Prompt
When all students are ready to begin, the teacher will read the
following prompt to the class:

Describe an object (not a person, an animal, or an event)
you are especially attached to, and tell why you feel strongly
about it. You might want to consider the way you discovered
it; the way it came into your life; the way It has taken on
meaning through time. (For fourth grade students, the assign-
ment may be modified to include writing about a favorite pet.)

Testing Conditions
It may be necessary to spend some brief time answering questions
before the writing actually begins; however, students may not
receive assistance from any source, i.e., teacher, dictionary, etc.,
at any time during the wilting or proofreading of the Writing
Sample.

Proofreading
Students should be reminded to title their compositions and spend
some time proofreading their papers before handing them in.

Special Handling for Learning Disabled (L.D.) Students
All Lb. students will participate in the Writing Sample except
those identified by the school L.D. teacher as unable to participate.
Please be sure to pull all Lb. students' papers and return them to
the building L.D. teacher as these papers will be scored separately.
The scores of Lb. students will not be included in the overall
competency results.
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Note that San Mateo removes the time limit, but does not allow
students to use a dictionary. San Mateo also announces the topic a
day or two before the prompt is assigned and provides time for
prewriting activities. Note also that special provisions are made for
students who are classified L.D.

In districts where a central district reading is not possible, the
distribution of sample anchors to the school and the collection of
a school's samples in each scoring category will enable the district
office to have some information on how papers are being scored.
A central scoring is the most reliable procedure, but the involve-
ment of many teachers at the school site also has its inservice
benefits.

The most reliable scoring of writing samples takes place when
the readers are trained together and read together in the same
room under common direction. But sometimes districts cannot
find the time or money to bring teachers together for a district
scoring of papers. In such instances the department or grade level
can usually arrange to score at least a sample of the papers written.
Also, in such cases the district's language arts coordinator needs to
provide some common anchor papers for all schools and some
training for at least one teacher in each school. (The importance of
anchors is discussed in detail in the section on scoring.)

The following is an example of directions to teachers when a
district office scoring cannot be arranged :

To: Leaders of readings at school sites
From: Language arts coordinator

1. Work closely with the chair or trained person in your department
or grade level.

2. The district prompt and directions are enclosed.
3. During the scoring, prepare a description of the scoring categories.

Please send this to the district office.
4. Try to give the writing assessment in your classes during the week

of October 4-8.
5. Enclosed are some recommended anchor papers for the prompt

selected. Use these to practice anchoring the scoring categories.
Send to the district office (with the scoring descriptions) examples
of the scoring categories in your school.

6.The scoring room should be a large. and pleasant place.

One set of problems in the direct.rn:s for a writing sample focuses
on the reproduction of papers for anchoring, analysis, and reports.
Students should use No. 2 pencils, should keep at least small margins
on both sides, and should keep some space at the top and bottom.
Students should be encouraged to write heavily. Light pencil marks

31
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and crowded pages make clear reproduction difficult if not impos-
sible. Furthermore, light copies make the reader's job difficult.

Another set of problems in the directions focuses on how much
direction to give the students. The best rule is to give as few direc-
tions as possible and keep the prompt as simple as possible. The
primary purpose is to elicit some quality writing from the student.
Other putposes are secondary. The more students have to be told
about the prompt in order to write, the greater the number of
students who will write little or nothing. The directions sometimes
become very complex because large amounts of information are
being coded in the numbers in the upper right-hand corner. Some
schools have solved this problem by doing the coding one day and
the prompt the next. The coded but blank papers are simply
returned to the student the next day and the prompt is then given.

A final set of problems focuses on eliciting writing from K-3
students. These students should be encouraged to draw and then
dictate or write. One value of this kind of sample is that one can
demonstrate with concrete examples the importance of drawing in
writing development. Donald Graves (1975) has argued that draw-
ing is a form of prewriting for young children. The two examples
on pages 28 and 29, on drawing plus dictation and the other
drawing plus writing, were collected in an assessment of early
elementary writing and scored by K-3 teachers. Notice that the
child who can write ("I have a friend named Daniel") is also the
one who tells his story more effectively in drawing.

Summary Checklist

1. Arrange the time to fit the class schedule and the attention
span of the students.

2. Prepare the number code for information desired on samples.
3. Prepare directions for teachers, stressing the importance of

giving encouragement but no assistance with the content of
the prompt.

4. Prepare coding directions for students.
5. Distribute to teachers the prompt, which they will write clearly

on the blackboard.
6. Stress to students the importance of dark copies and some

kind of response.
7. Vary directions to fit the needs of different grade levels,

allowing K-3 students to draw and dictate or draw and write.

3,3
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..s.m,....... -

[Transcript' Me and my brether have a gun. We shoct each other with
pretend bullet. I hide my gun from my friend because he breaks my toys.

3%





Scoring

After the topic has been selected, directions and prompts have
been distributed, and students have done the writing, all of the
samples are collected in one room and a few teachers are selected
to help prepare the scoring criteria. These teachers will be the table
leaders at the district reading, each table leader having six to eight
teacher readers. If possible, these table leaders should be experi-
enced readers.

The second important decision concerns how much time the
district needs for a reading. The following formula provides a
reasonably accurate estimate:

Total papers X 2 (readings) X
0.20 (third reading)

Y divided by 60 (minutes)
X divided by number of teachers

+ 2 hours/day for anchoring

=Y
=X

= total time
needed

Example:
1,000 papers X 2 (readings) = 2,000

X 0.20 (third reading) = 2,400
2,400 divided by 60 (minutes) = 40 hours
40 hours divided by 5 teachers = 8 hours

+ anchoring
2 hours of anchoring + 4 hours = 6 hours

(first day)
2 hours of anchoring + 4 hours = 6 hours

(second day)
Total: two days, 8 hours of scoring, 4 hours of anchoring
Note: After two days, anchoring can be reduced to VA hours.

The third important decision is whether the table leaders will
prepare a list of criteria before or after selecting prototypes from
the samples, and whether the teachers at the district reading will
be given a rubric (a list of criteria) before the teachers are asked to
score selected anchors. If one is working with experienced readers,
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rubrics can come first or later. The process works well either way.
However, if one is working with inexperienced reaaers, the best
procedure is to pick anchors or prototypes first and let the rubric
or list of features evolve from the discussion of the reasoning behind
the scores.

The scoring of the papers has two stagol: (1) the selection of
the anchors by the table leaders, and (2) the reading.

Selection of Anchors by the Table Leaders

The selection of ancilots requires some decisions on number of
categories, the range within a category, the effect of form and
directions on categories, the middle decision, and the special prob-
lem papers. The most common scoring categories are four, six, and
eight. Sometimes readers use nine, seven, end Ave, but choosing
an odd number is always a mistake because readers will be drawn
to the middle number as a compromise between high and low. The
decision about whether to use four or eight is determined by the
purpose of the reading. If the reading is for a general profile of
student writing, for only three grades, use bur. Four categories
are easier to score than eightafter all, four categories are easier to
rememberbut using four makes fewer distinctions. Different levels
of skill will be clumped together. If one intends to use the reading to
_measure change between September and May, use eight categories.
Six is a reasonable compromise between scoring consistency and
the various purposes of holistic scores. Six scoring categories are
essential for more than three or four grade levels because one needs
the spread to get the grade level effectlargely matters of phrasing
and maturity of content.

In readings to determine whether students have attained a mini-
mum level of competency for high school graduation, use four
categories if only three grade levels are involved and six categories
if more than three. With six categories, students at the bottom are
more likely to show some improvement in subsequent writi g
samples even though they still may not achieve the minimum level
of competency. Some improvement is encouraging to both students
and teachers.

No matter how many categories of skill are selected for scoring,
there will be slippage within a given category. That is, although
several papers might have one number, they often will have recog-
nizable differences. The following papers were all put in the one,
or low, category on a six-point scale. Their differences are apparent.
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My Nanna gave me a two dollar bill and I have 10 dollar and I put
them in my mirror.
"My dog"
I have a dog. lie is live in a box. Or day He playing in the yard.
.do July the 3 i found some money the snout 20 dolor the thing i
booth a football and we aply ball evey day itset the rain days
and one day it got a hole in it and i pach It up and evey dent then
om air have mo air come out

Miriam Ylvisaker (Myers and Ylvisaker, 1978), in a commentary
on these three papers, observes that the first is by a fourth grader,
the second by a fifth grader, and the third by a sixth grader, showing
that poor writers can become more fluent as they get older. Even
though the third paper is much longer than the other two, it is
still in category one.

After deciding the number of scoring categories, the head reader
must decide whether the samples collected have the desired norma-
tive distribution. The exact location of a paperthe definition of
the boundaries of a scoring categoryis relative. That is, the deci-
sion is based on the distribution of the papers in the group. The
number of writing samples can have, then, a distorting influence
on the anchors selected. The larger the number of samples, the less
likely the categories will be skewed in one direction or another.

A good example of this problem occurs in the readings to deter-
mine whether students have attained a minimum competency level
for graduation. In one district, all of the 8,000 ninth and tenth
graders wrote two samples, and these 16,000 samples were used to
determine the range of competency within the population. Using
this range and sample papers at each scoring level, a district
committee decided what scoring level represented minimum com-
petency. During the summer, the students who had failed to attain
minimum competency in the first test took writing courses and
then wrote a second set of samples for scoring. This second set
of samples did not have the distribution used to establish district
norms because all these samples came from writers who had failed
the first test.

How then does one find anchor papers with which to score the
second set of samples? The solution is to use anchor papers from
the first reading to establish the scoring categories for the second
reading. The head reader must decide whether table leaders will
find anchors among sample: collected or use anchors from a pre-
vious reading. If anchors are used from a previous reading, then
table leaders are asked to find other examples from the samples
collected.

3,'
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If anchors are to be found among the samples collected, then
the head reader asks the table leaders to read for one hour, selecting
papers at random from the stack, and to identify two papers that
could be used as anchors or prototypes for each scoring category.
If there are six categories, then each table leader will select twelve
papers. A paper is called an anchor because it defines a scoring
category and keeps a reading anchored or tied to a normative scale,
the bottom score being for bad papers and the top score being for
good papers.

After selecting two anchor papers for each scoring category, the
table leaders will write down the characteristics which they believe
differentiate among the categories. In a Huntington Beach, Cali-
fornia, Unified School District (1977) assessment, the prompt
specified particular features:

Please read and think about the following:
All of us at one time or another have felt like we would like to be
something or someone else. You have a weekend to be anything
you like. You may want to be a sea shell, a movie star, a sports
hero, a feather. or anything.

Writing Assignment:
Tell what your new self will look like
Explain what your new self will do
Explain why you want to be that thing or person

The selection of categories in the Huntington Beach reading had
to take into consideration the three specifics in the prompt:

A 6 response addresses all three aspects of the assignment. Though
it may have minor faults, it will be well organized, detailed, and
well written. A 5 response includes all three aspects of the assign.
ment but may emphasize only two. Although the 5 response will
be less fully developed, less well organized, and perhaps less
fluent than the 6 response, it will show an overall competence
in writing. A 4 response includes all three aspects of the assign.
ment, but is wee. in the development of two. Although it is less
fluent than a 5 or 6 paper, it does display overall competence.

During the anchoring session with table leaders, the head reader
will duplicate copies of the anchors selected by the table leaders,
listing on a separate sheet the scores suggested by the table leaders
but removing all scores from the duplicated copies. The head reader
will then ask the table leaders to read and score the duplicated
copies and arrange the anchors in a sequence on the table. This
process will cause the table leaders to make a few adjustments in
the way they scored their original anchors. The head reader will
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then ask the table leaders to vote on the scoring category for the
anchor papers. Those papers on which there is quick agreement for
a particular score become the anchor papers. Those papers on which
there is not quick agreement are often used to illustrate particular
problems in scoring. For instance, in the bottom levels, fluency
usually can increase a paper's score, but in the upper levels, fluency
does not usually increase scores. However, a few table leaders may
want to give fluency more weight in the upper scores, and the
papers that reveal this difference of opinion will be used to identify
the problem and reach an ultimate decision on when fluency will
and will not increase a score.

One of the hardest decisions for the table leaders is the selection
of the anchors which define the difference between upper-half and
lower-half papers. On a sixpoint scale, this selection would be the
3 and 4 papers. Examine the papers on the following pages. The
1 paper ( "1 was in inpression Buy my mother . . .") and the 2
paper ("The person 1 remember . ..") are shorter than the 5 paper
("Mrs. _ was my teacher .. .") and the 6 paper ("The person in
my life who made a great impression on ate . . ."). The bottom
papers also have more mechanical errors, with the run-on sentences
creating comprehension problems for the reader and the spelling
errors producing some hesitations for the reader but few funda-
mental confusions. Examine the four papers on pages 35-37 and
try to guess the qualities of those in categories three and four.

These anchors illustrate the problems of setting boundaries for
categories. The 3 will probably be a longer 2, and the 4 will be a
5 with mistakes. The 4 in most readings does not have any serious
errors, and the 3 always shows some indication of fluency. The 6,
of course, does not have to be a perfect paper. The 6 here has
several mistakes, one of them being a spelling error (vegtible) and
another being the need for a period (following die in the last para-
graph). What the table leaders found to be the offsetting strengths
-..- Ire the paper's elegant phrasing ("He survived the surgery, the
strong willed man he was.") and telling details ("sipping cocoa"
and "which is now just weeds").

After the table leaders have read the duplicated copies and ar
rived at a consensus on how to score them, the head reader should
ask the table leaders to read for another hour, attempting to classify
randomly selected papers in one category or another. Any papers
judged difficult to categorize should be given to the head reader
for duplication and later scoring by all the table leaders.
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(Transcript) I was in inpression Buy my Mother she is a great women I live
with here it is just me and my Mother My father Dont live with us me and my
Mother go a lot off place together she gets involve with my sport and help me
she makes sher I go to a good school and she make sher I take goo care of my
body and I have and inpression on my Mother Becuse she is a great Mother
Ms Brooks.
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(Transcript) The person I remember the best was my bestfriend m elemen
tary school she also live up the street from me. She had just move from
Dan vill. Her dog got lose and I helped her catch him.

I new her for along time until she move We still try to keep in touch
But I will never foreget the memories.
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[Transcript) "Great Impression" /Mrs. Christine Wilson was my teacher
during my elementary years. She made a great impression on me. I remem-
ber her mostly, because of the love and understanding she gave me. She
was always there when I needed her, and she still is to this day. We had
our ups and downs as normal people do, but we always manages to solve
our problems.

She treated the other students as adults, not like fourth, fifth, and sixth
graders as we were. All of the other students as well as teachers respected her.
She has always made me feel like a daughter to her

Today we are still very close friends even closer than before. She is one
heck of a lady. I will always love Mrs. Wilson.

[Transcript! The person in my life who made a great impression on one was
a friendly, strongheaded man. Mr Engstrom, who lived next door to me. He
was a man, rather old, about 85 or so. He was a grandfather figure to me. I
called him Grandpa Engstrom

As a child of about 7 years, I remember running over to visit him everyday
after school. We used to sit by the fire sipping hot cocoa and he'd tell me all
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kinds of stories about his past One story he told me touched me so much, I
shall never forget it as long as I live.

When he was 40 years old he was by himself in a cabin out in a forest and
was accidently shot in the arm by a rifle. In this tragic accident his arm was
half way blown off, but he didn't panic, he forced himself to get to a train.
lie had to take the train to the net rest dotter who was about 10 hours away.

The doctAlr said his arm was to be amputated or he may die. Grandpa
Engstrom refused! He survived the surgery the. strong willed man he. wets.

Grandpa Engstrom is dead now but I still look over in his old vegtible
garden, which is now just weeds and can see him working away.

44
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In some readings there will be a group of papers called splitters.
These papers will tend to be widely distributed in categories. This
is especially true of the type exemplified on p. 39.

The student does have some sensitivity to form. He begins with
a direct quote: "You got me worried. I thought you would never
come back." Then the author shifts to a more distant point of
view: "Then I woke up and my dog wasn't there. I went down
stairs and told my mom and dad." If the same point of view had
been maintained, the line would have read: "Then, I woke up, and
you were not there." Finally the author brings the piece to a swift
conclusion, increasing the impact of the ending.

The table leaders must decide how to deal with splitters of this
kind. The most common solution is to put the paper in the lower
half, reserving the upper half for papers that are mechanically
respectable and allowing the scoring to shift between a 2 and 3.
An upper-half paper should not make the reader struggle to under-
stand. What will keep the paper in category two are the anchors
defining category three. For instance, the first paper on p. 40,
defined as a 3, will keep the paper on p. 39 in category two for
most readers.

Now compare the second paper on p. 40 with the first. Both
papers are about a baseball glove, but clearly the first one is better
than the second one. The last paper would be a 2 and the previous
paper a 3 if the readers decided' to keep mechanical lapses in the
lower half and distribute the upper ranges among those who vary
in their skills with organization and development.

The solution for splitters, then, is to clearly define th e difference
between upper- and lower-half papers and to define what should
be emphasized on either side of the splitter. When a question exists
about a particular paper, examine the anchors on both sides of the
suggested score.

The Reading

The head reader runs the reading, and the table leaders monitor
what happens at each table. Each reader places scored papers
directly in front of his or her position, and the table leaders circulate
around the table, rereading some of the score-4 papers to determine
whether re ders are staying on the target categories. When papers are
being read tor the second time, the table leaders check to make
certain that no paper has two scores differing by more than one
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[Transcript] Wellcom Back pall I mist you. You got me warede I thot you
wod never com back. wear have you ben the put week. You smell Bad. How
Bat a Bath. then I will feed you. then wee can get in Bed and go to selp. We
have a Big day to mows. then I wook up and my Dog wasent Cher. then I
went down sters and tolb my mom and bab. they sed He we 11 Be Back So I
went out side. . . . then two weeks wint past. thin I was walking down the
street and I saw my Dog He was hit By a car. Then I tock him hom and I
Berde him in are Back yard. The end
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point. If the difference is more than one point, then the table
leader reads the paper a third time and changes one of the original
scores, moving the total of the paper up or down. Usually no more
than five percent of the papers need third readings. The table
leader puts the total of the two scores on all papers, circling the
score and underlining it in the center of the first page of the
sample.

During the reading, the table leader should be watching for
good sample anchors which can be used for re-anchoring, and special
papers which could be used by the head reader for handling
special concerns. Table leaders should attempt to keep readers on
the right anchors. If a reader is obviously scoring too high or too
low, the table leader should select some test papers and ask the
reader to score them. Then if the scores are still off, the table
leader should draw the reader away from the scoring table and
confer with the reader on how the misscored paper fits the criteria
of the boundary categories. In other words, if a reader scores a
paper as a 2 and the score should be a 3, ask the reader to compare
the paper with the 4, then the 3, and finally the 2. Work on com-
parisons with the boundary categories, not comparison with other
papers in the misscored category. If a reader wishes to argue that a
paper should not be a 2, then ask whether a boundary paper should
be a I or 3. The reader may find that the paper is different from
other 2s, but it is certainly not a 1 or 3.

The reading should take place in a large room and the scoring
tables should give the readers plenty of room for putting a sequence

[Transcript] When I was in 3rd grade I got this baseball glove for my birth.
day. I don't really remember what the trade name was but I think it was a
Wilson, I must of had it for about 3 112 years. And it was the best glove I
ever had and the best thing at that time. It was broken in real good too. I use
to oil it all the times that why it was in and good shape. All my friends would
throw there gloves, but didn't do that to ofen unless I got real mad. Then one
day I won't to get it and it wasn't there. So I looked all over but didn't fined
it. Then I went out side and saw in on the grass It had been all chewed up by
the dog So we threw it out and about a week later I got a new one, but I
didn't like it as much. And it was my favorite glove even.

[Transcript J I am espesially attache to a old glove of mine because it was my
firts glove and I love the game of baseball. My grandfather bought the glove
when I was nine years old and lye had k ever since the reason the glove Is
so valueble to me is because it was the fiiIs glove I used in a game when I
played little baseball and its so small it makes me laugh because it reminds
me of old times now the glove still hangs in my closet.

4 ...4 0
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of anchor papers face-up in front of them. The head reader should
stress the following points in the introduction: (1) scoring and
grading are different, (2) mixing grade levels does not harm stu-
dents, (3) talk should be kept to a minimum and questions should
be directed to table leaders, and (4) read fast, do not think about a
paper t-Io much, and score your first impression, making certain it
fits the anchors in front of you.

The grading issue is confusing to some teachers. Grading is a
pedagogical device, sometimes used to encourage students who are
not doing well. Holisitc scoring is used to get a group profile of
students, showing the range of writing skill from top to bottom.
But the score on an individual piece of writing is not a statement
of an individual's competency in writing. If other prompts were
given, if more time were allowed, if the day were different, the
individual's score might change. Because the individual's score
might change if the prompt were changed, most districts use more
than one prompt in the design of a minimum competency writing
assessment. And because grades are used for pedagogical purposes,
and for assessing performance within a particular course without a
district norm, teachers should not use their grading procedures to
score papers in a holistic assessment.

Some teachers worry about mixing grade levels, fearing that the
lower grade levels will not receive a fair reading. The fact is that in
a fourth through twelfth grade reading, some fourth graders always
do as well as some twelfth graders. Grade levels, the readers are
told, are separated for study after the reading is over. Putting all
papers into the same reading ensures that the range of writing
skill will be expressed in the distribution of the scores.

The head reader begins the training of the readers by giving
them six anchor papers and by asking them to arrange the six in a
sequence from low to high, using, in this instance, six scoring cate-
gories. Finally, the readers should mark scores on the papers, I for
low and 6 for high. After the readers have finished arranging and
scoring their papers, the head reader asks them to vote on specific
papers: "How many gave paper A a 6? How many gave it a 5?
How many a 1, a 2?" and so on. In the sequence of the voting,
papers scoring 3 and 4 are saved for last because the mid dledistinc-
tion is the hardest. If the anchoring selection has been done with
care, the voting will be clear and certain in its placement of the
anchors. in a reading on a four-point scale at Bret Harte Junior
High in Oakland, the teachers voted as follows on six papers:

4 .
4 1
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How the Teacher Readers
The Anchor Papers: Voted to Score Papers
How Leaders Scored Them Score I Score II Score III Score IV

Anchor Score I 14 3 0 0
Anchor Score II 2 16 0 0
Anchor Score III 0 2 12 3
Anchor Score II 2 12 4 0
Anchor Score IV 0 0 3 15
Anchor Score I 11 7 o 0

The vote that signals a problem in this sequence is the last one.
The anchor 1 got a large number of two votes. This requires that
in the n 'xt sequence, the anchor for 2 be very strong but clearly
below the 3 so that some of the seven readers who voted for 2 the
first time will vote for the 1 category when the paper is reconsidered
later. The head reader keeps introducing anchors for scoring until
the trouble spots disappear in the voting.

At this point in the reading there is very little talk about the
papers. Experienced teachers have often worked with one another
for several years and have had numerous discussions on grading
and literacy. Asking for reasons too early in a reading can easily
start an argument. The teachers often know each other's position
already. But scoring papers and building strong categories before-
hand makes useless argument less likely when it comes time to
discuss reasons for differences among the categories. Notice also
that one of the eighteen teachers in the Bret Harte reading did hot
vote on two anchors. This is not a problem if the teacher votes on
later anchors.

The discussion starts during the reading of the second sequence
of anchors: "How does category one differ from two, two from
three?" Each table leader is asked to take notes on this discussion,
and the head reader can collect these notes and summarize them
for posting in the reading room. This is especially important for
the report that comes later. Rubrics should grow out of the
discussion of readers on how they established the categories.

The head reader should ask the readers to put the first score on
the back of the paper in the center of the page. The second score
should be put on the front of the paper in the upper right-hand
comer. The final total score, prepared by the table leaders and
their assigned assistants, will be put at the front-center of the first
page, circled, and underlined twice. If the table leaders find that
an individual reader continues to give odd scores, the table leaders
should assign that reader to the head reader for special duties, such

700
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as collecting papers and counting them. In the transition from first
to second readings, the head reader must circulate the papers cor-
rectly so that different readers do the second reading.

As the final papers are being scored, the head reader should begin
to arrange the room for counting papers and asking readers to total
their categories. When two readings are added together, the six-
point scale produces an eleven-point scale beginning with two. The
readers should, if possible, know the totals before they leave the
reading. A recent reading conducted in the San Mateo Elementary
District produced the following totals:

Scores: 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
Totals: 85 109 251 306 567 534 787 344 382 51 52

What is interesting about these totals is that the distribution
approximates a bell-shaped curve. The Central Limit Theorem
in statistics tells us than any variable which is itself the sum of
other random variables will have a normal distribution. The ap-
proximation of the bell-shaped curve is one way of checking
whether the reading did an adequate job of distributing the range
of writing ability across the six scoring categories. What is also
encouraging about the distribution shown above is that the num-
bers scoring 12 and 11 exceed the numbers scoring 3 and 2. Some-
times one worries that teachers will not let any students attain the
top categories. If the sample is large enough, if the sample is from
mixed classes, if the anchoring has been done correctly, and if the
readers stick to the anchors, the distribution should be approxi-
mately belt-shaped.

To provide space for all the activities that must take place
during a reading, the head reader should arrange the layout of the
reading room approximately as shown on p. 45.

The Summary Checklist

1. Select table leaders and estimate number of teachers and days
for the reading.

2. Table leaders select anchors from sample.
3. Table leaders identify traits of scoring categories.
4. Table leaders score papers to test reliability of anchors.

5. Table leaders identify papers that focus on a particular prob-
lem, especially the relative weights of fluency and coherence.
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6. Begin reading by having readers score a set of anchors, one
for each scoring category.

7. Have readers score a second set of anchors with more papers
in the middle categories.

8. Have readers score special anchors which focus on any problem
trends noted in the voting.

9. Have papers read twice by different readers and a third time
U the two scores differ by more than one point.

10. If the writing samples represent the normal school population,
not just those who failed the previous test, then estimate how
well the anchors distributed the scores by seeing whether the
distribution of scores approximates a bell-shaped curve.

5,.



The Report

The report prepared on the reading can include four parts: (1) the
rubric describing the six categories, including diagnostic informa-
tion; (2) the charts showing the distribution ; (3) proficiency reports;
and (4) feature analysis.

The preparation of the rubric begins with each table leader
taking notes on comments that teachers provide for each scoring
category. Later the scoring categories are analyzed for features that
define the categories. Sometimes the rubric is a careful breakdown
of the prompt and directions, as in the rubric for the essay exami-
nation in California State Colleges (White, 1973):

Many observers of our society claim that modern man, immersed
in materialism, is "owned by his objects." Yet many of us have
objects that we treasure not just for their material value but for a
variety of other reasons. Assignment: Describe one ormore objects
which are important to you. Explain what values they represent
and comment on those values.

The following directions for scoring were distributed to all
readers engaged in the grading of question 1:

The student should be rewarded for what he does well in
response to the question. Here the student is asked to describe
one or more objects important to him. He is further asked to
explain what values they represent and to comment on those
values. He is told to think about the question and to plan his
response.

Note that the question does not demand that the object or
objects be unusual ones.
Essays which misinterpret "objects" as "objectives," and which
deal mainly with generalized abstractions (life, God), should
be read sympathetically, but they should ordinarily not receive
-above 2, since they fail to understand and properly respond to
the question.

Possible Scores:
6 A superior response will not just name one or more objects but

describe them in some detail, and it will not just identify the
values represented but explain and comment on them, their

47
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nature and their source. A superior paper will be literate and
orderly.

5-4 These scores will be useful for a well-handled paper which is
deficient in One or two characteristics of the superior response,
i.e., in description of the object or objects and in explanation
of the values represented, but which is otherwise competently
written.

3-2 These scores will be useful for the following kinds of papets:
those in which only one part of the two-part question is

addressed;
those in which the representativeness of specific objects is

ignored;
those which treat the subject in superficial or stereotyped

fashion;
those in which the writing exhibits several weaknesses, in

wording and other respects.
1 This score is to be used for papets which are lacking in focus

and substance, depart from the assigned topic, andhr exhibit
serious writing faults.

* Non-response papers and papers which do not fail into the
foregoing categones, extensively argue with the question, or
are otherwise idiosyncratic, should immediately be brought to
the attention of the table reader and the question leader.

On the favorite - object topic, the California assessment of the
writing of high school seniors used a somewhat different approach
for the rubric and the holistic scoring. First, the scoring procedures
asked the readers to give each paper two holistic scores, one for
the "writer's overall sense of composition" and another for the
"writer's overall competencies with written English." Then each
reader was given the following rubrics, one for composition and
one for competency:

Score for Composition
First, the reader assigns an even number score according to the
following descriptions:

8 The writer identifies an object, supplies descriptive details, and
provides a strong accounting for his or her attachment to the
object either through lively anecdote or an insightful discussion
of values (usually more than one value). The paper has almost
no irrelevant statements and has an easily observable coherence
or plan. The writer wastes no space on talking about how hard
it is to think of something to write about, nor does he or she
begin simplistically with a formula, such as, "The object I am
going to write about is...."

6 The writer gives some descriptive detail about the object and
at least one examined reason for his or her attachment to the
object. The paper has no serious incoherence and little in the
way of irrelevant or digressive statements.

vv
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4 The writer merely names the object and says a bare minimum
about his or her reasons for having the attachment to the
object; or the writer describes an object without stating or
implying much about the personal attachment. In some cases
the .writer may confuse the issue by talking about drawbacks
or disadvantages to the possession (for example, wanting to
sell it and get a better one). The paper may be somewhat
Incoherent or contain clearly irrelevant statements or issues.

2 The writer does not seem to have understood what he or she
has been asked to do, For example, the paper may simply
volunteer a topic which has not been called for. The paper will
usually contain obvious irrelevancies or be so halting and brief
that it communicates little information to the reader,

Score for Competency in English
The reader judges the writer's overall skills in punctuation, dic-
tion and usage, and sentence sense. Scores are assigned according
to the following broad descriptions:

5 Outstandingly varied, mature sentences, with strong diction
and almost no errors; notable in use of subordination and free
of modifiers.

4 Above-average sentence sense; few errors in usage or punctua-
tion (and none of them major); perhaps some hint of a sense
of style.

3 About average for the papers scored; many short sentences,
perhaps with some comma faults and an occasional fragment;
but overall, a suggestion that the student has a fair grasp of
sentence sense.

2 A cluster of errors in grammar, usage, and punctuation, or a
paper which has a dead-level simplicity and monotony of style;
practically no sentence without an error of some kind; but in
spite of these problems, generally readable.

1 A paper so badly marred with problems that the reader can
hardly follow the ideas presented, either because of stumbling
syntax (mixed structures and the like) or because of word
choices and such egregious form problems (including spelling)
that the reader finds it difficult to be sympathetic with the
writer.

Note: Matters of spelling are intentionally not specified in the
descriptions of papers rated 5, 4, 3, and 2. The reader should ig-
nore spelling except for the 1 paper. This category allows for the
paper with so many misspelled words that the reader must actually
struggle to follow the thread of thought. Such a paper suggests
a degree of near illiteracy.

This procedure can work quite will when there is plenty of time
for training and when experienced readers and table leaders are
available. But in most readings, the best approach is a careful selec-
tion of anchors, a development of a rubric from the anchors, and



3rd Grade Criteria 1976-77
Rat-
ing

Ideas Style and
Vocabulary

Handwriting I Spoiling Mechanical
Conventions

Grammar and
Usage

Sentence
Structure

Organization
Paragraph Dev.

I. lacks
cohe-ency

rambling

not well
developing

limited
vocabulary

general lack
of adjectives

generally not
neat

Inc onus tencies
in size,
formation,
and
alignment

mispells
common
words

omits vowels
lacks symbol/

sound
cone
spondence

misuse of
capitals

lack of
capitalization
for proper
nouns

capitals in
middle of
words
lack of
punctuation

incorrect
tense

shift tense
within
composition

sentence
fragments

ru won
sentence

lack of
paragraphing

lacks Sequence
lacks develop.

meat of
ideashas
beginnings
but no
middle or end

4 literal
translation
of topic

lack spark
nothing
seems to
happen

generally
lack attempt
to go beyond
common
words

generally
neat

mispells
common
words

phonetic
approach to
spelling
most words

capitals at
beginning
of sentence

inconsistent
capitalization
and end
punctuation

sublect-verb
agreement
is evident

some aware
ness of
sentence
structure

sentence
fragments

sentence
patterns
are not
varied

lack of pars.
graphing

generally in
dent first
paragraph

lacks Progres
don of ideas

3, imaginative
ideas begin
to 'merge

main idea is
carried
through

attempt to
use ex-
panded
vocabulary

some use or
adjectives

stronger verb
selections

generally
neat

occasionally
misspells
common
words

attempt to sped
difficult words
is phonetic

first word of
sentence
capitalized

capitals some-
times appear
in middle of
sentence

end marks used
correctly

satisfactory
subject/verb
agreement

some variety
in sentence
patterns

most sentences
declarative

some evidence
of sentence
fragments or
ru front

lack of para.
graphing

generally in
dent first
paragraph

conclusions are
apparent

good beginning
sentence

generally good
sequence

4. well
developed

cohesive
ideas

creative spark

coniistcnt
Point of
view

use of des-
criptive
words

use of trend
liana! words
and phrases
helps flow
of writing

generally
very neat

correct spelling
of common
words

generally vie-
cessful attempts
at spelling
difficult words

uses a variety
of mechanics
well

possessives
are used
correctly

tense is in-
consistent

subject/verb
agreement
is good

varied sent-
patterns

few sentences
fragments
and runons

lacking tiara-
graphing

first paragraph
is indented

well-developed
beginning,
middle and
end
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then scoring with one holistic score, providing time for reanchoring
and consideration of special problems.

Changes in grade level can sometimes influence the rubric. For
example, the following prompt and rubrics were used in a third
grade reading (Martin, 1976-77):

Writing Sample Topic
Grade Three

[Students were asked to study a photograph of an elephant doing
a headstand with the apparent "help" of a small boy supporting
one hind leg.1

Students: Look carefully at the picture. Then think about what
might have happened before the picture was taken, what is going
on in the picture, what will possibly happen next, and who else
might be involved who is not in the picture. Then write a story
about your ideas. The idea is to write about what the picture
means to you; use a little time for planning before you start to
write.
It you have time before the papers are collected,pleasecheck back
over your 'tort' for punctuation, capital letters, good sentences,
and spelling.
You may take 30 minutes, but no papers should be turned in to
the teacher before 15 minutes, so take the time to make a good
story. If you want to use a new word whose spelling you are unsure
of, use it :Anyway.

Handwriting tends to become less important as the students get
older. In the Jefferson County, Colorado, rubric (Jefferson County
School District, 1976; see facing page), the teachers included
handwriting as a critical feature in every scoring category through
the ninth glade. By the eleventh grade, handwriting was listed as
a critical feature only in the lowest category and then the only
characteristics listed were negative.

The rubric provides some general information on how distinc-
tions are made among the categories, and the rubric is always
distributed with samples of the anchors .3o that the public or other
teachers can check their own intuitions by readirg papers. A rubric
without sample anchors is to a large degree uninformative. In
addition to the rubric, teachers may decide to include some
papers that illustrate specific problems that need correction. The
diagnosis with the sample gives some help to those teachers who
are uncertain of how to help students who do not do well in the
assessment.

V tj
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The next six papers illustrate how diagnosis is published in the
assessment report. The first two samples show the problem of stu-
dents who need fluency:

% 100f '3,a2.

PAY INCnt1
t\Ve hic

*44 0 tiotNi_hr bill 0.tta ho.. to aclkr
thd Tut- them tt rtll
hit( rot%

fly Fovor r c bJeT /5
a STero 710/ 57ero /5 DAcK cqz

brown /8 ecl bey weth my moo ey
Chl5rriaS

These two students need practice in writing in journals every day,
filling paper with notes on what they have observed, writing dia-
logues back and forth with neighbors (an exchange of written notes
with a student nearby), improvisationswhatever finger exercises
help get the flow of thought going so that the student has same
fluency on the written page. Teaching these two students letter
formation and run-on sentences will only inhibit an already deeply
inhibited inclination to write. The two students whose papers
appear on pages 54 and 55 have a different problem. They have
fluency but very little coherence. in fact, "Me and Lego" is almost
incomprehensible. These two students need audience responses in
writing groups, and sentence combining exercises so that they learn
to combine ideas in some way other than "and." They need prac-
tice in revising papers after work in student editing groups, hearing
another student read their papers aloud. They might even profit

!Transcript' My Nanna gave me a two dollar bill and I have 10 dollar and
I put them it my mirror.

My Favorit objet is a stero. My stero is bIack and brown. I ded bay weth
my money in Chismas.
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From a few exercises on editing principles which they seem to ignore
or do not know. But sentence combining and audience awareness
are the primary needs at the moment.

The following student seems in need of attention to both fluency
and coherence:

d d I a -ou-tuati. d 441.44/ ide af
AVIL C41"15til Sat_ ck-rid 4 Aiod a 7tioant. cititsca
411 Jukie a 474/.4- apydapz wudr

444.44 0.041 jot 4444.. vim
a v.4 o 44Foiro,irMot - fy.kt 24'441

it* 61h jotortIttto / 4 "rty -01,114. 444 1L

444" -#4,11 alui :644, 41 14,44 -Cy rs is 4211a4
44/ 1440 arul Al" Al 44:10( 44- "tiata 244
Clv4 14,41 Cvol tv-4 OKI Al- OttiA

This student needs practice with sentence combining and editing
of spelling. This is the type of student who has developed some
fluency; he has a point he wants to make and does not appear to
hesitate to do it in writing. But the student might be overwhelmed
by being told of all the things that are wrong with the essay. It
appears that the student could easily learn sentence combining
skills, and in the meantime the editing of the spelling might be
done by an assigned partner. Later, after sentence combining skills
are reflected in the writing, the student could be given two words
per week to learn, beginning with "whud" and "rnone," later
"cuntree" and "lowyer." I am uncertain whether reading aloud
would help. The sound seems to be there, as if the student could
actually hear the words.

The student who wrote "My favorite object" on p. 56 is quite a
different case. This student already thinks of himself as a writer.
He has an idea for the interesting detail ("blowing the dust off"
the comic book) and the dramatic implication ("remember it's
(Transcript] I wish I had a motersikle I whud ride all ove the cuntree side
and if I had a mellon donors I whud have a jet airplane I wude visit all my
reletives and Sae howoa are you doing a am doing find and then I wood
get a lowyer and let hem investes the rest of my mood and Iet hem trip*
and then I wud by mis Spikes a big house and then by my five daughters
gifts and wee cud live one easy streek.

5
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1Transcdpti Me and Lego/0 Once upon a time I think it is a good thing to
play with. I think when you have nothing to do. And I think that when you
have fun. And you can do stuff. when you have something to do. I go when I
have nothing to do and I play whith my (rends with it. The thing abet my
lego I thing it is a good thing to play with when you have noth to do. And I
have a lot of with my !ego. Evey time I poly with my lego and I made a car
and a truck. I think abet my lego it is a good thing to play with and I thing it
shund be a good thing to play with. And it col be a good thng and I can do
stoff with my lego. And it shud hay a good stuff to do with my !ego We can
make a lot of stuff of [ego. I thing it is a good thing to do.

5j
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[Transcript] I remember one day I was in the store and this girl came up to
me and said. "Hi! Kinetha." I looked at her very particuly, you know, like
who are you? she said, "Jackie from Vallejo where you use to live. I said
"oh, and then from there on I forgot about my other friends because, I
remember her and I haven seen her in along time. And we talked about our
old days when we were very little. So we went to Santa Cruz and I seen Carol
Gamison, She said "Hi to me and I looked twice and then I remember her
from School at King. I said oh I Carol, as if I never even knew her, and we go
to school together everyday. I mean, I completely forgot all about her, cause
my good friend and I been having such a good time every since we remember
each other that day. Its been very exciting being with her and she must
go back, to Vallejo where she lives now. Bye Jackie!! Call me sometimes.
She O.K.

6:.
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magic"). But he has a few mechanical lapses, and in some parts he
might have aimed for more elegance. Nevertheless, he is good.
What this student needs is an audiencehaving his paper posted on
the bulletin board in the schodl hallway, seeing his writing printed
in the school newspaper or reproduced on ditto paper and distrib-
uted to others, having the teacher read his writing to the class,
having other students read and comment on his writing in editing
groups. A keen sense of audience and an awareness of how writing
is judged is probably all this student needs to improve his already
good work.

The preceding six students are useful cases for demonstrating
how diagnosis can work with individual students. The report could
also include group information on the distribution of papers, the
features counted in various categories, and the significant differ.
ences, if any, between pre- and post-tests. The charts on pages
63-65 show pre-test and post-test results in a writing assessment.

These charts were prepared for the assessment of writing samples
in grades four through twelve in Oakland, California, with all of
the papers being read at the same time on a scoring range of 1
through 6. Because the two scores were added, the reported range
is 2 through 12. Note that in grade four, the papers primarily range
from 2 through 9, and in grade six and above the range 132 through
12. Furthermore, notice that from seventh through twelfth grade

[Transcript] My favorite object/I have a magic comic book. every time I open
it, it turns me into the super hero on that page! One day it gave me the
powers of Spiderboy, another day I was Batboy.

Most people ask me where I got this comic hook but I never tell them
but you're lucky. lm going to tell you where 1 got my book and how 1
got it

One day when 1 was in San Francisco I wandered in to this old comic
book store There was nobody in there but an old man. I browsed for a
while till a little comic book caught my eye. 1 picked up, after blowing
the dust off It I read Super Hero Digest." I bought the Book fora dime and
as I was leaving the old man called to me "remember, it's magic!"
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the number of scores in the top ranges increases. One can conclude
that as the students get older, the group averages on the writing
assessment increase. In addition, the solid line and the dotted line
show the differences in writing scores from September to May.
After the middle, the dotted line should be above the solid line
if papers are getting better.

Many writing assessments are given to satisfy state requirements
for proficiency standards, a test to determine whether a student
has satisfied the minimum requirements for graduation. Teachers
who participate in a writing assessment for purposes of minimum
competency definitions should exercise great care in the process
for selecting the point at which students pass or fail. Many districts
have found that the best procedure is to complete the reading as
outlined in the previous pages, tabulate the results, and then send
the group results and anchor papers to the district proficiency
committee and ask the committee to decide where the cut-off
point should be. This procedure prevents a situation in which the
readers are charged with being "too easy" or "too hard" in decid-
ing the cut-off. A single group of readers should not be charged
with the responsibility of deciding how many students are judged
incompetent.

Second, no single writing sample should be used as the basis for
deciding an individual's competency in writing. Twenty samples
would be better. But districts cannot afford to collect and score
twenty samples so some compromise will be necessary. In Oakland,
California, the students took three tests for writing skillstwo
writing samples and one mechanics test. The student was required
to pass any two of the three. The proficiency procedure should
also provide a chance for the student to appeal the competency
decision, providing several opportunities for the student to write
the samples and have them scored. Using the same anchors could
help keep the scoring range relatively intact.

Feature analysis is also included in some reports on writing
assessment. The analysis displayed in Tables 5 and 6 of the National
Assessment (National Institute of Education, 1975) is reproduced
on pages 66 and 67.

Feature analysis is best done after the scoring is complete.
Simply select a random sample of papers from each scoring cate-
gory and count the features that concern the school district. The
results of the count can provide baseline data for discussing results
in other readings. Districts often start with a list of features like
those in Table 6 as the scoring guides for assessment. This list is
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usually prepared from a list of errors found in the district curricu-
lum guide.

But the error count can be very misleading. An excellent paper
can have a spelling error. Some counts are unequal. For instance,
examine the following:

1. The people is running down the street.

2. The people, their clothes on fire and anguish in their eyes,
is running down the street.

3. Charles Jones, who owns the car, is here.

4. The man, who owns the car, is here.

The subject-verb agreement in the second sentence is probably
less serious than the subjectverb agreement in the first sentence.
Sometimes students who are adding embedded modifiers for the
first time, as in the second sentence, lose track of the subject-verb
agreement relationship. The error seems more serious in the 'first
sentence because the subject and verb are next to each other If
there is a comma error in the third and fourth sentences, is the
error counted as one or two? If it is counted as two, then the single
problem of setting off nonrestrictive clauses is being given double
weight in relation to other problems. The point is that error count-
ing is not as simple as it sometimes seems.

However, the easiest. feature analysis is the type that counts
errors and other surface conventions. The most difficult feature
analysis is the type that attempts to examine discourse issues that
are below the surface. In other words, one must use surface features
as a reflection cf a deeper issue. One example would be the exami-
nation of oral language traits and written language traits in the
anchors for various scoring categories. The issue is that children
usually develop their oral language in dialogues before they are
asked to give formal speeches or monologues, but in writing, as
Roger Shuy has indicated, students are usually asked to produce
monologues without adequate experience at. some dialogue level
in writing.

The writing samples, then, should show the students attempting
to keep the writing close to an oral dialogue or else moving easily
into a written monologue. I examined 120 papers, 20 at each
scoring level, from a reading in Oakland, California, in order to
determine whether there was any pattern of oral and written lan-
guage at the various scoring levels (Myers, 1978). The oral language
trails were called information processing, and the written language
traits were called text packaging:
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Information Processing
1. Connectors: and, so,

then, well, now

2. Hedges: sort of, kind
of, maybe, probably,
and so forth

3. Leaps: a lot, just, ape-
daily, very, sure, a
real _, all the time,
only, plenty, and
so forth

4. Use of you (dose
audience)

These traits and others were counted and divided by the number
of words in the ample, producing an index for information
processing (or oral language traits) and text packaging (or written
language traits). The other traits counted included the number of
clauses with five words or less and twenty words or longerthe
assumption being that oral language patterns were governed by
limited turns in dialogue, and that written language patterns were
governed by extended turns in monologues. The headings "infor-
mation processing" and "text packaging" were given to the two
types of language an the assumption that students use the oral
dialogue pattern to generate information and use the written
monologue patterns to package texts. The graph on the facing
page shows the pattern of information processing and text pack-
aging in the various score categories.

The graph shows that between Levels I and II papers and Level
III papers, the distance between text packaging and information
processing increases, suggesting an increase in fluency without a
consequent increase in those traits which improve the organizational
coherence of the papers. At Level IV, however, the text packaging
index is larger than the information processing index, and the
papers in the VI category show a decrease in information processing
traits and an increase in text packaging traits.

Text Packaging
1. Relators: but, either/or,

while, when, since, if, who,
which, therefore, however,
for example, and other
subordinators

2. Qualifiers: in a sense, perhaps,
rather, somewhat, it is
possible that, relatively,
and so forth

3. Generalizers: in general, in
essence, essentially, it is
true that, indeed, certainly,
without doubt, largely, for
the most part, typically,
and so forth

4. No you (distant audience)
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This finding from the writing assessment in Oakland, California,
has been shared with teachers in inservice programs, and they have
been asked to speculate about what the results might mean in
terms of program change. Writing teachers are generally agreed
that current time writing programs do not make explicit the differ-
ence between oral dialogues and written monologues, and that if
these differences were made clear to students, students would
show improvement in their scores. One way to make the differences
clear is to ask students to translate oral dialogue language ("sorta,"
"kinda") to written monologue language ("it is possible that," "in
a sense"). The approach is still being explored. The point is that
analysis of papers can help teachers explore some of the more
fundamental issues in the teaching of writing.

The writing assessment and its subsequent report can give the
teaching of writing great significance in a district or school program.
In addition, the writing assessment procedures can be used by a
teacher to score papers in the classroom. The great benefit to
participants is the awareness of the range of writing skills in a class,
school, or district and a recognition that when teachers elect
prototypes of competency, they can usually agree on issues of
merit.
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TABLE 5. Average Poor and Good Essays Written by
17Year-Olds, Counts

1969 1974 Change

Poor Good Poor Good Poor Good

Average holistic
score 2.8 7.2 2.6 7.2 4.2* ,t
Average number
or words/essay 74.7 176.4 67.3 218.6 7.4 42.2*

Average number
of sentences /essay 5.2 11.2 4.4 14.3 0.8 3.1*

Average number
of paragraphs/essay 1.4 2.1 1.1 2.2 .0.3 0.1

Average number
of Punctuation marks 7.6 19.4 7.2 26.9 0.4 7.5*

Average number of
Letters/word 4.0 4.3 3.9 4.3 .1 4.1.

Average number of
words/sentence 16.6 16.8 18.1 16.3 1.0 0.3

Average number of
words/paragraph 81.9 115.3 63,6 135.3 1.7 20.0

Average number of
sentencesfparagraph 4.3 7.1 4.2 8.9 .1 1.8

A ,
*Differences that are statistically significant are indicated by asterisks.
+Phis signs equal rounded numbers less than 0.05 and rounded percents

less than 0.5.
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TABLE 6. Average Poor and Good Essays Written by 1.7YearOlds, Sentences

1969 1974 Change

Poor
1

Good Poor Good Poote*, . Good

SimPle sentences

Compound sentences

Complex sentences

Run-ons

Fragments (incorreet)

Sentences with Phrases

Simple sentences
with Phrases

Complex sentences
with Phrases

Awkward sentences

Average Average
Number Percent
o( St of Sew
tenees/ tensest
Essay Essay

2.8 48%

0.3 5

1.2 25

0.6 14

0.4 7

3.2 63

2.0 36

1.0 21

1.3 24

Average Average
Number Percent
of Sew of Sew
tensest tensest
Essay Essay

El 47%

0.6 6

4.1 37

0.3 3

1.0 6

8.7 81

4.5 41

3.7 34

1.0 9

Average Average
Number Percent
of Stn. of Sew
resifts/ knees/
Essay Essay

2.1 40%

0.2 6

1.0 25

0.7 20

0.4 9

2.6 55

1.6 29

0.9 21

1.0 26

Average Average
Number Percent
Of Sett- of Son-
tensest tenees/
Essay Essay

7.3 49%

0.7 5

5.2 38

0.4 4

0.5 3

11.0 70

5.9 40

4.5 34

1.6 12

Average Average
Number Percent
of Sea- of Sen.
tenets/ tenets/
Essay Essay

-0.7 -8%

-0.1 1

-0.2 +*

0.1 6

+1 2

-0.6 8

-0.4 -7

-0.1

-0.3 2

Average Average
Number Percent
of Sew of Sea-
writes/ tenses/
Essay Essay

2.2 2%

0.1 1

1.1* 1

0.1 1

-0.5 -3

2.3* -3

1.4* -1

0.8 +t
0.6 3

Ottiereneet that arc rtalltheallY nettltkant are lridteated bY otterkka.
r Plur sten equal, rounded number* lest than 0.05 and rounded percents lets than 0.5.
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